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the first and last pair being driven by power, and the centre pair, which 
have means of a.djustment both vertically and horizontally, running loose. 
This roa.chine will turn out the angles almost perfectly straight. 
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Bar Mills are oíten called '' mexchant milis," beca.use they are employed 
for making rou.nds, squares, and small sections of tees and angles, such as a 
merchant usually is expected to keep in stock. They ha.ve rolls from 22 to 
14 inches in diameter, and it is now becoming the common. practice in this 
country to furnish these milis with reversing G;,.gines coupled direct to the , 

- rolla, and to provide a line of live rollers to ta.ke the finished bars to the 
saws (fig. 473), anda few rollers running free either on or in the ground for 
the service of the other passes. The Lillesha.11 mill is a goo& example of a 
medium-sized bar mill. When fitted with reversing engines having cylindera 
of 30 to 20 inches in día.meter, by 3½ to 2½ feet stroke, the la.rger milla will 
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turn out as muchas 120 tons in a 10-hour shift, under favourable conditione, 
80 or 90 tons being common practice, while a 16-inch mili roa.y be expected 
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to deal with 50 to 60 tons. An 18-inch pull-over mill, driven by a sin~le 
engine, with cylinder 24 inches diamet-Or by 4 feet stroke, and fittcd with 
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nothing but hand levers, has turned out 35 to 40 tons of tin plate bar regu
larly each shift. Difficult or light sections, or frequent changes of rolls, , 
may reduce these figures by one-half. The bars made in these mills are 
usually sawn to length hot, and sent away without bundling. 

American Bar Mills.-Some of the American bar mills are much more 
elabora.te, and give correspondingly increased outputs. Fig. 478 shows 
one of such arrangements. There are two stands of three-high rolls driven 
in opposite directions, each by its own engine. The cogged bloom arriving 
on the live rollers A, passes through the stand No. l, between the lower 
and middle roll, on to the ~ve roller bed B, and travels up the inclined live 
rollers 0

1
, 02, 0

3
, 0

4
, and 05, to pass between the middle and top roll in stand 

No. 2. These rolls deliver it on to the bed I), which is hinged on its outer 
edge, and when lowered drops the pier.e on to the live rollers E, which return 
it between the bottom and middle roll of stand No. 2, which passes it on 
by the live rollers F and G betw:een the middle and top roll of stand No. l. 
The process is repeated until the passes in both stands of rolls is used up. 

In the Wisconsin Steel Company's Mi11 near Chicago, a 4-inch X 4-inch 
billet roughed down in a set of continuous rolls, is passed through a mill 
worked on a modification of this principie; it will roll 150 tons of small 
sections per .shift, and in one 24 hours has rolled 642 tons of 1 !-inch rounds. 
The company have recently put down a larger mill, worked on the same 
principie. 

Guide Milis, the essential features of which have been already explained 
(see p. 593), are chiefly used for producing rounds below l! inches in dia
meter, or similar small sections down to 1~-inch rounds, squares, ovals, or 
other sections of about the same weight per foot. Rivet steel is rolled in 
mills of this description. Such mjlls have rolls from 13 down to 8 inches 
diameter, running at speeds of 150 to 250 revolutions per minute, though 
sorne occasionally run up to 300 or 400 revolutions for special sections, and 
most are arranged so that by changing sorne of the gear wheels driving them, 
or by altering the governors of the engine actuating them, two or three 
different speeds can be employed according to the nature of the work in hand. 
The different stands of rolls are often run at different speeds, the mill being 
split up into two or three sections, and the rolls may then not be all of the 
same diameter, but may decrease in size as the bar becomes smaller; the 
first pair are known as the " breaking down " or " bolting " rolls, the second 
as the "stranding" rolls, and the third and fourth pairs as the finishing rolls. 

Splitting up the mill into ~ breaking-down mili, which is placed in. front 
of, and feeds, the. smaller finishing mi1l (the arrangement being usually known 
as a tandem mill) is preferable where there is a sufficient output to justify 
employing two sets of men. • But where the output is small, the rolls are 
better all coupled together, as one set of men can then serve the lot. 

The bolting and stranding rolls, as shown in the 12-inch mill illustrated 
in fig. 479, and made by Messrs. Thomas Perry & Son, Limited, of Bilston, 
are commonly arranged three-high·; but as there is more difficulty in accu
rately adjusting three rolls to each other, particularly in the "end on" 
direction, because the middle roll gets hotter and therefore expands more 
than the two outside gnes, the last two passes are arranged only two-high, 
and only one groove is used in each pair, which can thus be kept accurately 
in adjustment. 

Three-high mills, with 12-inch rolls, running about 150 revolutions per 
minute, can turn out 25 to 30 tons per shih, and have done ás muchas 35 tons 
(according to Mr. W. Wylie, the Scotch milis of this size turn out 30 to 
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40 tons *), while 9- and 10-inch mills, running proportionately faster, can 
do 18 to 20 tona, and an 8-inch mill engaged on i\- to i rounds, and ¼ to t 
square, may average 12 to 15 tons per shift. AH these figures depend on the 
time lost in changing rolls, w hich for plain rounds or squares can be efiected 
in less than half an hour, but where difficult and complicated sections are 
made sorne hours may be lost before everything is in correct adjustment, 
and running satisfactorily. The bars made in guid·e milis are usually aheared 
to length when cold, and the smaller sizes tied up in bundlea for despatch. 

Kirkstall Bars.-A method of producing round bars much straighter 
and more truly cylindrical than they could possibly be made in the ordinary 
mill, was introduced by Mr. Ambrose Butter, of the Kirkstall Forge, about 
thirty years ago. The bar was first rolled in the ordinary way to a size 
slightly larger in diameter than it was required to be when finished, and 
was removed while still hot to the planishing machine, which consisted of two 
flat discs, about 3 feet in diameter facing each other, each mounted on a hori
zontal shaft, so that the axes of the two shafts were parallel with each other, 
and in the same horizontal plane, but not in the same vertical plane, one 
shaft being 9 inches in advaiice of the other. The bar was placed between 
the two discs, parallel to their faces, and when its axis cut the axis of the 
two horizontal shafts, the bar was simply revolved by revolving the discs ; 
but by raising it ¼ inch above the centre, it travelled longitudinally through 
between the discs in the direction of its own axis while in the a.et of revolving, 
and by depressing it ¼ inch below the centre, a similar motion of translation 
was imparted to it in the opposite direction. 

The bar to be rolled was allowed to cool until it attained to a red heat 
just visible in day light, and the discs were kept freely supplied with water 
which was sprayed on them. The bar was freed from scale, made round and 
straight, and had imparted to ita dark blue polish dueto the formation of OX!de. 

The bars vary in diameter, and are not as _accurate as_ turned shaf_tmg, 
but are suffi.ciently good for rough work, while the tensile and tors10nal 
strength of the material and the elastic limit are all ra~sed by the compara
tively cold working. Mr. David Kirkcaldy found that rr_on thus treated_ was 
increased in torsional strength about 20 per cent., and m power to res1St a 
transverse load about 33 per cent. . 

Cold-rolled Shafting.-When a bar is finished hot, it is impossible_ to 
say what ,vill be its precise diameter ~old, b~cause th? temperature at which 
it is being finished cannot be determmed wit~ suffi.c1?nt e~actness. Where 
extreme accuracy is necessary, bars must be p1ckled m ac1d _to remove_ the 
sea.le, and finished by rolling them cold between r?lls of chille~ cast rron, 
having grooves of the ordi~ary forro, through ~hich the bar 1s passed a 
great number of times, bemg turned. round. slig~tly at each pass. One 
works make bars in this way up to 5 mches m diameter and 50 feet long, 
which they declare do not vary more than rJmr inch above_ or below the 
nominal size, a great improvement on the Krrkstall bars, which fr~quent~y 
varied more than rih inch in 3 inches. Round bars . are also fimshed _m 
reeling machines described in the section on tube-m_aking (fig. 552), while 
small rounds, squares, and hexagons are drawn cold m ~ draw-bench (q.~-.), 
fig. 551, which makes them very accurate to gauge, and 1IDparts a beautiful 
polished surface. . . . . . . . 

English Raíl Mills,;--The En~lis~ ra~ mill 1s a _reversmg mili with 
rolls about 26 inches in d1ameter, differmg m no material respect fi:om the 
ordinary bar or section mili of the same size. Before 1870, when rails were 

* [ron and Goal Trade11 Review, 6th September, 1901, p. 598. 
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rolled in pull-over mills, few milis did more than 50 tons per shift ; the 
maximum obtained was 100 tons. The reversing mills put down during the 
11:ext few years turned out 150 to 175 tons per shift ; by 1880 the output had 
r1sen to 350 tons ; and ten years la.ter again, with engines coupled direct 
to the rolls, 350 tons were obtained. Bolckow Vaughan's mili has turned 
out, o~ an exc~ptionally good run, over 600 tons a shift, and, according to 
Mr. Wmdsor Richards, has made over 4,000 tons in a week. To obtain this 
output, however, three separate mills--a cogging mill, a roughing mill, and 
a finishing mili- are employed, each mili provided with its own pair of 
reversing engines, which have a large reserve of power to ensure the utmost 
rapidity of action. 

The section of the raíl is checked every hour or half-hour, to see that 
there is no material wear or error in adjustment of the rolla, which usually 
require redressing every two or three turna or "shifts," few rolla running 
longer than this. H the wenr is trifling the redressing can be aocomplished 

Fig. 480.-Double-rail Straightening Maol.üne, 

with the rolls in place, but usually the roll is changed and another one sub
stituted for it, which may be accomplished in half an hour to an hour, if 
there is a good power-driven era.ne over the mill. 

The rails are cut into lengths while hot by mea.ns of saws, and are skidded 
on to the hotbed to cool, during which process they become considerably 
shorter, the precise amount of shrinkage varying with the heat at which 
they are finished. As this heat cannot be controlled exactly nor can allow
ance be made for it, beca.use the eye is una.ble to judge the temperature 
correctly in varying conditions of daylight (and as it is absolutely requisite 
for convenience in laying that all rails shall be of precisely the same length); 
they are pared to length when cold by passing them between two rotating 
discs, one acting on each end of the raíl. These discs are provided with 
numerous cutting tools set in their faces. 

The four holes for the fish-bolts are then drilled simultaneously, and as 
the drill-spindles a.re fixed at definite dista.nces apart the holes are spaced 

it . 16 
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precisely alike in every rail, without the necessity for any templating or 
marking off. . . 

Rails are straightened in machines made for the purpose, ?ne o! wh1ch, 
manufactured by Messrs. Francis Berry & Sons, of_Sowerby Bridge, 1s s~own 
in fig. 480. This machine can straighten two ra1ls at once, one on either 
side of it. Each half has a pair of blocks in the bottom bed and rollers on 
which to run the rail, and above them a block moved up _and down by ~n 
eccentric pin on the end of the main s~aft. One workman s1ts down oppos1te 
the machine, and others push the raíl ove~ the rollers. Whe~ever the Irfªn 
in charge perceives a crook in the raíl, which he detecta r~ad1!y ~y runrung 
his eye along it he signals to his helpers, who turn the raíl w1th ita convex 
side upwards, a~d the man at the presa laya on the raíl between the pointa 
of support on the bed a piece of iron of such thic~ness that, ~hen t~e block 
descends it bends back the raíl to the extent reqmred to stra1ghten 1t. 

In so~e of the most modern plants the rails are run while stíll hot through 
straightening rolls acting on the s~me principie as the angl~-strai~htening 
machine (fig. 477), thus much reducmg the labour_of final str~1ghtemn~. 

Inspecting and Testing Rails.-When firushed the ra1ls are la1d out 
side by side for the convenience of the inspector, ,yho walks over them ~nd 
examines one side ; he passes to a second lot while the first lot are bemg 
turned over for him to see the other side. He g!)-uges a few here and ~h~re 
to see that they are correct to section, and checks over the length and pos1t10n 
of the holes for the fish-plates. 

A steel raíl must possess sufficient hardness to withstand abrasion ~nd 
toughness enough to resist fracture under the sudden shock caused by runnmg 
a heavy train over it at high speed. To secure hardness the Cai:bon has 
been raised during the past fifteen or twenty years f!om 0·3 or 0·35 to 0·4 or 
0·5 · that in rails used for street tramways on which speeds are low occa
sio~ally running as high as 0·65, an~ for special purposes_ as high e~en as 0·95. 
To compensate for the increas~d bnttleness of the material, the we1ght of the 
rails on main linea has been ra1sed from 56 or 80 lbs. to 84 or 100 lbs. per yard. 

Most rails now rolled range from 50 lbs. on small lines to 100 lbs. on 
main línea and the test applied to such raíls to ensure sufficient hardness 
consista in' layíng a short píece of raíl on two bearings 3 ~r 3½ feet a~art, 
and loading the centre wi~h a weigh~ of 10 to 20 tons, accord1_ng to the we1ght 
of the section under wh1ch the raíl must show no apprec1able permanent 
set whíle the;e should be no undue deflection under a load of double this 
am:'ount. To guard against bri~tleness, a weight of 1 . ton is dropped on 
the raíl resting on the same bearmgs as before, from_ a height of 10 to 20 feet 
according to section, and this blow must cause no s1gn of fractur~. In~tead 
of only one blow sorne en~eers speco/ for s~veral, co1;11ilenc~g w1_th a 
fall of only 5 feet, and increasmg the h_e1ght unt~ the manmum 1s attamed, 
whíle others stípulate the extent to which the raíls must deflect under every 
blow. . . . . 

American Raíl Mills.-The modern American raíl m1lhs arranged 
three-high, and, like the English pla!1t, consista of three or even fo~ s~parate 
mílls, each dríven by its own engme. The output of these m1lls 1s very 
high, 1,000 tons per shift being commonly ?btained _from t~e most mo~ern 
planta. The speed of rollin~ is not e~cept10nally high, 25-mch to 27-mch 
rolls making 85 to 90 revolut10ns per m1nute, but the heavy outputs are due 
chiefly to the fact that the three-high system admits of two _pieces be~ng 
rolled in a stand of rolls simultaneously, and to the fact that m such m1lls 
the grooves open upwards and downwards alternately, so that the raíl does 
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not need to be turned upside down between each pass as in the reversing 
ruill. Where turning on the side is necessary at the blooming or roughing 
rolla, this is performed by receiving the bar in a grooved trough which turna 
over as the tables rise and fall, while in the passage from one stand to another 
the form of the live rollers on which the rail travels turn it over. The tables 
also move sideways in rising, and so carry the bar horizontally from one 
groove to another. All these arrangementa save the time consumed in 
the English milla in turning over and skidding the· bar horizontally, and 
greatly add to. the rapidity of production. A very good account of the 
American system of raíl-rolling will be found in Mr. Wellman's paper on 
"Four American Rolling Mills."* 

This rapidity of working has its drawbacks, inasmuch as it is found that 
the raíls finished at these high heats do not wear so well as those made years 
ago when the slower speed compelled the finishing to be done at a lower 
tem'perature, and the American purchasers of rails ~re insisting that instead 
oí passing the raíl through the last pass ata heat wh1ch was found to average 
1,790º F., they shall be held back until they have fallen to a temperature 
which ranges between about 1,575° _and 1,600º F: Th~s ca_n be done without 
affecting the speed to any appreciable extent, and 1t g1ves a much finer 
grain to the steel, wh~ch can be readily det~cted if th~ fracture of the two 
rails is compared. It 1s found, that w~en fimshed at this lower temperatur~, 
the saws require to be set about an mch nearer together to leave the rail 
of the same length when cold. . • 

The ordinary American raíl mUl is a three-high mill fitted with lifting 
tables, and the cogged bloom is passed to and fro through one stand, and 
then transferred to another of similar construction. Each stand is usually 
driven by its own engine. The final pass is ~ade throu&h a two-high stand, 
either coupled to the end of the last three-high st~nd, m the same way as 
the finishing rolls of the bar mill (fig. 479), or else driven ~y a separ_ate four~h 
encrine. To a.void frequent changes of worn rolla, th1s last pa1r contam 
se~eral passes all alike, so that when 01íe is worn out another can be used. 
This pair are sometimes chilled rolls. 

In some recent American rolling mills, in order to save the time lost 
in lifting and lowering the table, and in transferring the materials from 
one stand of rolls to another, this plan is departed from, and arrangements 
are used which give results comparable with the continuous billet mill (see 
p. 814), from the finishing pass, in which pours a continuous stream of finished 
material. 

To roll a rail in an ordinary continuous mill, in which the housings are 
placed close in front of each other, is hardly practicable for the following 
reasons :-First, the raíl would be in so many pairs of rolla simultaneously, 
that the speeds would need to be very accurately adjusted, necessitating 
the use of very heavy gears, the friction of which, and of so man! roll ne?ks, 
would be a serious matter. Secondly, the percentage of reduction reqwred 
in the various succeeding passes differs with the particular section to be 
produced. Thirdly, the construct~on of the twiste~ guides nece_ssary _to 
turn over the piece between the d1fl'erent passes, which presenta diffi.culties 
even in the case of simple sections like billets, would prove an almost in
superable obstacle when dealing with raíl sections. 

The difficulty is surmounted by placing the different stands so far apart 
that the raíl is not in more than one pair of rolls in any one instant. If the 
mill is only intended to re-roll short lengths of defective rails into others 

• Min. Proc. lnst. O.E., 5th May, 1896, vol. cxxvi., p. 156. 
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of lighter section, the stands may be in one straight line, as in the case ot 
the M'Kenna milis,* but if it is to roll new rails from cogged ingots, these 
must be produced in lengths of 130 to 230 feet to avoid loss by crop ends, 
and in that case the- distance between the stands would be so great, and 
tbe engines so numerous, as to render the arrangement scarcely practicable. 
Accordingly, the rail is passed through two stands in a line, and then returned 
through other stands coupled end to end with the previous rolls. 

Fig. 481 shows a mill of this type having eight stands of three-high housings, 
A, B, C, D, E, H, I, and K, and three stands of two-high, F, G, and J , coupled 
to three stands of three-high pinions, all three engines running in the same 
direction. Though the eight stands have three-high housings, the rolla in 
them are only worked two-high, because in housings A; B, E, and K the 
place of the top roll, and in housings C, D, H, and I of the bottom roll of 
the trio, is occupied by a dummy roll used to drive the roll in the housing 
next beyond it, just as in the Belgian rod mill (fig. 501), where a top and 
bottom roll are omitted alternately. The cropped bloom enters between 
the middle and bottom roll of stand A, then between the same rolls of stand 
B ; on issuing from them it is simultaneously lifted and transferred so as 
to return in the opposite direction between the middle and top roll of stands 
C and D; after leaving them it is simultaneously transferred and lowered 
ready to pass back again between the bottom and middle roll of stands E 
and F, and on through the two-high stand G; then it is transferred and 
lífted to pass back once more between the middle and top rolls of stands 
H and I; then lowered once more to return through the two-bigh stand 
J, and between the middle and bottom rolls of stand K, and thence direct 
to the saws. In this way lifting tables carrying reversible live rollers are 
avoided altogether. 

The rail mill of the Ohio Steel Works, near Youngstown, is arranged 
in this way, and the output is said to be from 750 to 800 tons per shift of 
eight hours. 

In the South Chicago Mill, there is an ordinary three-high roughing 
mill, followed by a succession of two-high and three-high stands coupled 
end to end in two linea, so tbat the rail passes in somewhat similar fashion 
forwards to one mill and backwards to another. 

In the Republican Iron and Steel Company's rail mill at Youngstown 
there is a 26-inch roughing mill, which is practically a Brown reciprocating 
mill (see p. 629), but with three instead of two paira of rolls, the outside 
paira working on the bar simultaneously in the manner of a continuous 
mili. One of the centre pair of rolls is coupled to the engine, and the similar 
rolls of the outside pairs dl'iven by gears from the crank-shaft. The 8-inch 
square cogged bloom makes its first journey through the mill by entering 
a working pass in the No. 1 pair of rolls, travelling idly through enlarged 
openings in the No. 2 pair, to entera working pass in No. 3 pair. It_ is then 
transferred laterally to make a return journey, returned through enlarged 
openings between the No. 3 pair, into an active pass in No. 2, whence it 
travels through enlarged openings in No. 1, and then makes a third journey 
similar to the first. After this it passes on to an ordinary 28-inch three
high mill, and finally through a finishing two-high stand driven by the same 
engine. · 

The most recent of the American rail mills is the Gary mill of the American 
Steel Corporation. The ingot passes in succession through two paira of 
42-inch two-high rolls geared to one electric motor, then through two stands 

• Engineer, February or March, 1906. 
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of 40-inch t~o-high ~eared to a s~ar motor, all tbe rolla being in one line. 
These rolls mcrease _m speed as the mgot len~hens,-the first pass (speaking 
!rom memory) run~ng only ab?ut ten revolut10ns per minute. The object 
1s to compress the mgot slowly m the first few passes, so as to close up any 
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imperfections and avoid tearing the surface. The rougbed ingot is given 
a quarter turn between each sta1;1d by passing over live _rollers shaped as 
m fig: 482. ~en the blo?m arnves on those rollers which support it on 
one s1de only, 1t falla over mto the groove in the upright position (fig. 482) • 

• 
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The bloom then passes to a 40-inch three-high cogging.roill, in which it receiyes 
five passes and then passes backwards and forwards through a success~on 
of 28-inch three-high and two-high milis. ~her~ are _five hot saws! all cuttmg 
simultaneously. A good description of this IDill will be found m the lron 
A.ge, April 1, 1909. . 11 

The treroendous first cost of plant of this knl;d, ~nd the nuroerous ro 8 

needed to produce a single section: can o_nly be J1;1st~ed where :vast orders 
are obtainable for sections all prec1sely alike, or diffenng very slighthil_Y hfrom 
each other and could not be contemplated in European works, w c are 
called upo~ to produce so many different secti?ns. . 

The following particu~ars ?f t~e size and we1ghts of mgots and ~e ;udrr 
of passes in American raíl IDills 1s taken from a report by Mr. P. · u ey, 
presented to the International Railway Congress, May, 1905 :-

DnrnNSIONS AND WEIGHTS OF lNGOTS AND NuMBER OF PASSES MADE. 

Name of Steel Company. 

Lacka- Maryland. 
Pennsyl- Illinois. 

Carncgie. C;m1bria. wanua. vania. 

In~ots- 16xl9 16Xl6 18 X 19 16X 16 16ix 17 i'ir 
ize on top, . ins. 15 X 17 

2ox21 17x 17 17¾x 19! 
Size on base, ins. 17½ X 19½ 20x23 18x 18 

6 ft. 5 ft. 5' 6" 6 ft. 
Length, 5 to 6 ft. 6' 2" 

{ 4,600 to 6,500 to 4,800 to 5,420 to }4,000 6,400 
Weight in lbs., . 5,000 7,200 5,200 6,080 

5 to 6 
Number cast per heat, 8 4 6 6to 8 5 to 6 

Paases-
15 6 13 9 9 

Blooming train, 9 
6 3 

5 7 4 6 Roughing train, 
5 3 5 4 

1 

.. 2 
Intermediate train, 

2 1 1 5 4 
Finishing train, 1 

20 
1 

27 16 24 
1 

20 18 
Total number, 

The practice of cutting off the ends of woril rails _and re-r_olling :hem Jº 
a somewhat lighter section is becoming well known m. Amenc~, w ere r. 
M'Kenna has secured a patent for the process, the det~1ls of :wruch a~e ~~ed 
fully worked out. The patentee claims that these rails, whi~h -~re ms e 
at a tero erature of about 1,400º F., wear lo?ger th~n ~ew rails_:· . 

Speafing generally, the inspection of fimshe~ rai.ls_ m Amen: 1s :ot : 
minute and critical as that to which the English rail-maker o en ª~ 
submit The demand for rails in the States is so great that the ~rcan 
roanuf¡cturer can decline to supply any_lrlahils, if ~henltest~ie:rre~U::~ 
such as he does not care to accept ; nor Wl e quo ~ ess . k 
resembles pretty closely one of h~s own standard sect1ons. English roa ers 
cannot afford to be so discriminatmg. . hi l t 

Tire Mills -The tires used on the wheels of railway ve c_ es were. a 
t'lrst made b ;olling an iron bar to the ~e~tion of _the intended ~1re, cuttmg 
this bar to the requisite length, bending 1t mto a cuele and :weldm~ th; e~: 
together to form a hoop, in precisely the same way as the village ac SIDI 

makes the tires for farro waggons. 
* "Renewing Steel Ralla," Tht [ron and Oool, Tran.es Beview, 20th July, 1900, 

p. 121. 
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Before very long, however, Mr. I. G. Bog.mer invented a machine for 
rolling these tires to ?,pproximately exact diameter and section, after being 
bent and welded. This machine, the first _ for rolling railway tires, was 
erected and put to w~rk in 1842 at the works of P. R. Jackson & Co., Limited, 
Salford Rolling Mills, Manchester, these works having been established 
just previously for_ the supplying of railway material. This machine con
tinued in use until 1874, when it was dismantled, not being quite strong 
enough for rolling the steel tires, which in the meantime had generally dis
placed wrought-iron ones. Photos of this roachine can be seen at Messrs. 
Jackson's works. 

When Bessemer steel rails were introduced it was soon found that steel 
tires must be used on them, and in 1863 Messrs. J ackson designed and made 
for a leading Sheffield firm, and soon after for Mr. Ramsbottoro, of Crewe 
Railway Works, milis for rolling weldless steel tires up to the largest sizes. 
The roethod then introduced is the one now generally adopted. 

The ingots required for the manufacture of tires are cast in the form of 
a frusturo of a cone with flat or domed top, or as a short circular piece shaped 
much like a Stilton cheese, but with a conical top. The moulds are close
topped, and the ingots are run from the bottom, each ingot being of the 
weight required to forro one tire (see pp. 31-33, 
177-180, Section l.). Locomotive tires are often 
made from hexagonal ingots which are cast 
from the top ; the upper third is cut off for 
remelting, and the remainder, when cold, is cut 
up into lengths by saws, each length making 
one tire. The " cheeses " are heated and 
hammered down under a steam hammer, which 
upsets them and enlarges the diameter of the 
blank until it is about 6 inches thick ; a hole 
is then punched under the hamroer through the 
centre of each disc, and the ring so formed is 
in sóme cases taken direct to the rolling mill. 
In others it is removed to a second hammer 
having a bitt in the anvil, with a nose pro
jecting from one side, much resembling the 
ordinary bick of the smith's anvil. The upper 
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Fig. 483.-Ha.mmerinJ Tire 
Blank.--a, Bitt on anvil ; 
b, tire blank ; e, hea.d of 
hammer. 

tool secured to the hammer-head has a face which serves to rough the 
outer si¡rface of the tire blank to something approximately like the 
shape of the finished tire, the workmen turning the ring round through 
a portion of a circle after each blow (fig. 483). Usually two or three 
hammers are eroployed in succession, one suited for each step in the 
process of roughing out, but occasionally all the operations are conducted 
under one hammer, the different operations being effected on different parts 
of the bitts. At Crewe, at Messrs. Vickers' works, and at some other places, 
a press is now employed instead of a hammer for the preliminary flattening 
and punching, and in some works the blanks, after being punched, are roughed 
out in a roughing mill provided with a pair of horizontal rolls, the lower 
roll having a bearing at each end, but the upper roll overhanging its bearings, 
so that the blank can be slipped on without removing the upper roll. 

Fig. 484 shows a tire mill of recent date by Messrs. P. R. Jackson & 
Company, Limited, Manchester. It consista of a pair of vertical rolls with 
two or four grooves to give, at one operation, the form of the tire required ; 
the roll to the left in the illustration is removable, and can be lifted hy mea.ns 
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of an hydraulic cylinder and cha!n p~ovíded for the p_urpose on ~he ~ont 
oí the machine. The roll to the ngh~ 1s the Iarg~ or m~m 1;011, and 1s dm:en 
by gearing from the engíne. A honzontal roll 1s camed m ~ fra~e which 
is movable to and fro along the plate or table: for t~e vanous d1a~eters 
of tires ; this small roll serves to steady. the tire _dunng the operat1on of 
rolling, and to keep it clown on the carrymg rolls_m th~ table. There ~re 
also two small steadying rolls running free on vertical spmdles on each s1de 

... 
I 

• ~f .. .. . ... i:!C;\,.., • 

of the main rolls, and kept to the tire by screws, whlch serve to steady the 
tire during the operatíon. The sketch (fig. 485), shows the arrange!llent. 
The table is adjustable vertically to meet the different grooves or passes on 
the rolls . 

. The process of working is as follows :- The one ve~ical roll hav_ing been 
)ifted and the horizontal roll and the small steadymg rolls havmg been 
draw~ back, a hammered tire blank, raised to a bright yellow heat, is la.id 
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on the table, the movable vertical roll is dropped throug~ the hole_ in the 
centre of the blank, and the mili is started. The operat1on of rolling the 
tire between the two vertical rolla is exactly the same as would take place 
in an ordinary rolling mill, if the two ends of the bar being ~olled_ wer_e joined 
together above the top roll, and the whole mill were then la.id on ~ts s1de. 

The rolls are fed together so as to reduce the thickness and mc~ease the 
circumference of the tire, by means of screws worked, through gearmg, by a 

Elevation. 

1 
1 . 
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Plan. 

Fig. 485.-Ta.ble of Tire-rolling Mill, with tir~ in position.--a, a, a, Stea.dying 
rolla ; b, b, b, b, ca.rrymg rolla. 

small pair of engines fixed to the main frame, at the opposite side to that 
from which the illustration is taken, the large hand wheel shown on the side 
of the main frame regulating the amount of compression when finishing, and 
pointers on a graduated scale ser~ng to record t~e thickness_ to _which ~he 
tire has been reduced, and the d1ameter of the tire. The tire 1s roughed 
more or_ less to size and shape on the bottom pa•3s in the rolla, the rolls are 
then separated and the ta.Ue raised by mea.ns of the hydraulic cylinder on 
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the extreme right of the illustration, which actuates a. rack driving a. pinion 
keyed on the horizontal sha~ below the table. The shaft, by means of other 
pinions gearing into three racks, raises the table, so as to bring the tire 
opposite the second pass in the rolls, in which it is further rd'lled to shape, 
or finished, and then if required to the third pass. The horizontal roll and 
the steadying rolls are brought into action during this part of the rolling, 
as shown in fig. 485. Water is thrown over the tire during the finishing 
operation to remove the sea.le, and its día.meter is testad by mea.ns of a gauge 
before removing it from the mili. The adjustment and gauging is so sensi
tive that tires can be rolled exact to día.meter, or exact within the narrowest 
practica! limits, and in many cases the tires have been fitted on wheels without 
requiring to be either bored or turned. It takes about one and a quarter 
minutes to roll a tire, and a mili will turn out about 150 tires in a day of 
ten hours, with four men, and will need about 450 H.P. to drive it. 

In Munton's American Tire Mill the ingot is cast with a central hole 
formed by a core, a.nd is slit up into four tires in the slitt.ing mill, shown 
in fig. 486 ; the tires are then finished in pairs in t.he finishing mili. 

e a 
Fig. 486.-Munton's Tire Mill.-a, Fixed 

roll ; b, adjustable roll; e, carrying roll ; 
d, hollow ingot rolled out, and slit into 
four rough tires; e, waste top of ingot. 

Particulars of the chemical tests, 
&c., will be found set forth in the 
A ppendix to this work, under the 
heading of Tire Specificat.ions. 

The tires are tested by selecting 
about 2 per cent. from the bulk, 
and allowing them to fall from a 
height on to a metal plate, or by 
dropping on them a falling weight, 
or, most recently, by compressing 
the sides together with a hydraulic 
press into approxiroately the forro 
of a figure 8, the amount of deAec
tion from a true circle, before 
showing signs of fracture, being a 
measure of their toughness. 

Sorne makers anneal their tires 
before despatch, thus relieving the internal strain due to rolling and irregular 
cooling. _ 

That this strain is considerable was proved by Mr. A. A. Stevenson, of 
The Standard Steel Company, Burnham, Pa., who gave the results of tests 
taken from railway tires immediately the tires were cold, and after they 
had been allowed to stand for a few days, the test pieces being cut in dupli
ca.te, and tests being as far as possible made in each case on the same part 
of the tire. 

In some rare cases where tires are required for very severe service they 
are oil-hardened, but this is by no means frequent. 

Occasionally small hoops for guns and crushing mills are rolled in tire 
mills in the same way as the railway tires. 

Messrs. John Brown & Co., Limited, of Sheffield, have recently put down 
a large mili working in the same way as a tire mili, except that the rolls 
are placed horizontally instead of vertically, which is driven from the engine 
working their armour plate mill, said to be capable of exerting 12,000 H.P. 
In this mill they are rolling out trepanned ingots of 24 tons weight into 
steam turbine drums up to 12 feet diameter by 8 feet long.* They ha.ve 

• The Engineer, November 12th, 1909, p. 497. 
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also supplied welilless locomotive boiler shells and steam drums for tube 
boilers up to 5 feet di.a.meter by 11 feet 6 inches long made in the same mili.* 

TABLE CXVI.-CHANGE IN THE STR~:NGTH OF T ,RES SHORTLY 
AFTER Rourno. 

Elastic Ult!mate Elongatlon 1 ~eductlon Remarlu. Llmit. Strength. per cent. per cent. 

53,490 107,460 15·00 19·20 Pulled within three days after tire was made. 
56,037 108,700 16·30 24·30 Ten days later. 
50,940 99,590 14·00 2'2·20 Pulled within three days after tire was made. 
53,000 103,464 18·00 27-40 Ten days later. 
56,037 lll,050 10·00 12·37 Pulled within three days after tire was made. 
61,130 111,410 15·00 21·50 Ten days later. 
70,370 121,250 11·00 14·01 Pulled five days after tire was made. 
71,980 121,970 14·00 17-89 Seven days later. 
65,080 121,470 11·50 13·55 Pulled.seven days after tire was made. 
64,400 121,160 13·00 16·30 Fourteen days later. 
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